
STONEHENGE to AMESBURY and DURNFORD

12 miles. Park at Stonehenge CP  SU 121 423

Leave the car park by the stile to the north of the overspill area and walk generally NE ( there is no defined 
path on this section) to a gate at SU 1275 4275 and then ENE to join a good track at SU 1355 4285 at Old 
King Barrows. Walk E for 200m, then right (S) for 200 m to SU 1375 4270. Turn left (ESE)  and walk on 
same line for ¾ mile. Track then turns SE to reach the A345 at SU 1525 4240. Cross and turn right (S) to 
walk alongside the road to the major traffic island and use underpass to reach the road into Amesbury. 
Continue towards Amesbury to road junction and traffic lights at SU 155416. Cross and take road right (SW) 
towards church. Cross river at SU 151413 and at SU 150423 turn sharp left to walk SE. Reach a road at SU 
158408 and then take riverside track SSW, then W bearing a\way from river to a junction at SU 1465 4960. 
Taurn left to walk SSW. 

At SU 144402 bear left to walk SW then S to reach edge of Ham wood at SU 139390 and on to a road at SU 
141386 on the outskirts of SUeat Durnford. Walk left along road for 300m and take a path right at SU 
144387. Walk SSE at first and then E to skirt a wood (Catsbrain) and at SU 146384 cross ways turn right 
WSW to walk across a field (Ogbury). Cross field WSW (exit not easy to find) to SU 1403 3819 and then 
walk SW to SUeat Durnford. Exit to a road at SU 138379 and turn left uphill along road for 200m and take 
path left. Walk parallel to road to exit to the same road again at SU 138375. Cross to a path opposite. This 
sunken way is obstructed and difficult to follow. Regain the parallel field edge later and at SU 134374 drop 
off ridge to right down steep slope to a road at SU 1325 3745. Turn right along this road to the outskirts of 
SUeat Durnford and take a path left at SU 1345 3790. Pass a house and walk generally west to Durnford 
Mill at SU 133379. Continue NW then N to reach a road at SUA 132386.

Cross to a track opposite and walk NW then, after 500m, N to a track at SU 129389. Turn left and follow 
this well-defined track W at first then generally NW to SU 120414 where turn left on to a permissive path. 
Walk WNW for 500 m to reach right of way at SU 117415. Here turn right (NNE) to cross the busy A303 
road at SU 118418. Continue NE on path opposite to reach the road near the Stonehenge car park at SU 
120423. Cross and walk right to reach the car park and cars.


